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From the Chair

National CBA News

Ginny Pringle

Welcome to another edition of our
newsletter and I hope you been able to
indulge in archaeology over the summer. I
know several of our members have enjoyed
involvement with projects such as the
Durotriges Big Dig, Basing House and the
WAFA dig at Lazerton, all projects which I am
pleased to say volunteers or amateurs are
able to become involved in.

House in Amesbury on the 7th November.
Alongside, in another room at Antrobus
House, we are hosting a Wessex-wide Young
Archaeologist Clubs (YAC) event with the
aim of encouraging Young Archaeologists in
Wessex to get together and have some fun.
Our new website has proved popular and
events can now be easily booked online as
well as by more traditional methods. We
have ICM to thank and for their support in
building our new website entirely free of
charge – we are truly fortunate and those
responsible at ICM were thanked with a
massive home-made chocolate cake.

We were blessed with spectacular weather
in June for our successful weekend event
based on the Avebury and Stonehenge
landscapes. This event welcomed members
of other CBA regional groups as well as our
own members and a good time was had by
all. I would like to thank Andy Manning who
arranged the weekend and of course all the
helpers and volunteers who made it possible
with numerous tours and lectures.

Our monthly eNews also keeps our
membership in touch with snippets of
information. If you are not already on the
circulation list but wish to receive news
then please forward your email address to
our Membership Secretary requesting to
be added to the list. Our Facebook page is
another very useful way to keep in touch with
archaeological news in Wessex. However, we
are aware that not everyone has access to
the internet and thus our printed newsletter
continues to play a very important role in
communicating with our membership.

This summer we also visited the Vale of
Pewsey where many CBA Wessex members
were guided around excavations at Marden
Henge and Wilsford Henge by Jim Leary of
the University of Reading. In addition we
walked the Portland quarries and Knap Hill
archaeological landscapes, a past-time which
has proved so popular we are making such
walks a regular feature, and in October we
will be walking the Rockbourne landscape in
south west Hampshire.
Also looking forward, we have several study
days arranged; one on flint, two on pottery,
and a new one on coins. We are also teaming
up this autumn with the CBA, Historic
England and the University of Winchester to
host a Home Front Legacy training workshop
which is open to all who are interested in
finding and recording evidence of WW1
archaeology in the Wessex region.

Reaching out to potential new members, we
promoted CBA Wessex, alongside WAFA and
YAC, at the Salisbury Museum during the
Museum’s Festival of Archaeology weekend
held in July. At Salisbury we entertained a
huge number of visitors to our stand, who
enjoyed handling finds from the Lazerton
dig. It was good to be approached by so
many families and children with a genuine
interest in archaeology and hopefully some
will become members of either CBA Wessex
or the Young Archaeologist Clubs.

Finally, we are holding our annual conference
in November and the theme this year is Trade
and Crafts: the art, craft and archaeology
of trade in Wessex, to be held at Antrobus

CBA Wessex is proud to offer such good
value to our membership and I very much
look forward to meeting you in November at
our annual conference and AGM.
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Katy Whitaker

As I write, a group of CBA members are
enjoying a tour of the fabulous archaeology
of Orkney. Day 1 included prehistory at
Maeshowe, Skara Brae, and the Ness of
Brodgar dig; then some more recent heritage
on Day 2 at the Kirbuster Farm Museum,
Broch of Gurness and Barony Mill; Professor
Richard Bradley’s lecture to the Orkney
Archaeology Society was an added bonus;
Day 3 includes the Stones of Stennes and
Scapa Flow as well as the amazing Second
World War Italian chapel built by POWs.
Whether regionally or nationally, CBA events
like CBA Wessex’s walks and training courses
and nationally-organised tours and lectures
are great ways to meet up with, and learn
from, people who love archaeology.

more than 50 events in the Wessex region
– of which nearly half were in Hampshire!
As a number of these events were held over
multiple days, the Wessex region gave ample
opportunities for people to join in.
Do you live in one of our region’s counties
with a coastline? Are you on one of our
many islands? Or maybe like me you are
landlocked but will grab any excuse to
visit the seaside? The CITiZAN project is
asking for people to join in – help to survey
archaeological sites on the coast that are
threatened by erosion. Archaeology, sea, sun
(well, maybe), and helping to record sites
before they are gone forever; what’s not to
like?! The project is managed by Museum
of London Archaeology, funded by Heritage
Lottery Fund, and supported by CBA along
with other partners.

The Festival of Archaeology is all about that
– showing how brilliant archaeology is, and
why it is important. Co-ordinated by CBA,
2015’s July Festival was huge. I counted

To find out more, visit:
www.citizan.org.uk/

Recording brick kilns on Brownsea Island. Photo courtesy of CITiZAN.

CBA Wessex Membership

letter is enclosed. A few affiliate groups have
not renewed so far this year: your membership
is valuable to us. Groups can benefit in many
ways from membership and the CBA can be
a powerful advocate for your group in local,
specific causes, as well as acting as an umbrella
organisation and national point of contact.”

Maddy Andrews

I urge those members, both individual and
affiliate, to check when their membership
expires, particularly those who have joined
online and pay by direct debit. For those of

you who have membership fees due a reminder
5

Home Front Legacy

Berkshire News

CBA Wessex Workshop, 17 October 2015

The Home Front Legacy project helps local
communities identify and map First World
War remains across the United Kingdom.
This information is displayed on an online
map and is recorded in national datasets and
local authority Historic Environment Records
(HERs). This information will provide us with
a record of the Home Front – an often overlooked aspect of the War – which will help
safeguard First World War remains here for
future generations to come.

help anyone interested in their local Home
Front heritage to research and record First
World War remains in their area using the
CBA recording toolkit and app.

The Council for British Archaeology is
running a series of Home Front Legacy
community workshops in England during
2015, funded by Historic England. The CBA
Wessex workshop is on October 17th at the
University of Winchester. The workshop will

The day workshop will:
• Get you actively involved with the Home
Front Legacy 1914-18 project to share your
local knowledge for future generations.
• Share the project toolkit and resources to
use within your projects, or to start one up.
• Enable you to start discovering your local
First World War surviving sites, structures
and buildings using online resources.
• Give you the skills and confidence to share
your learning with your community group
• Provide the forum to share your projects
and to meet potential partners.

You don’t need to be an archaeologist or
have experience of fieldwork to take part.
The workshop will be of interest to family
and local history groups, First World War
Centenary projects and everyone interested
in the impact of the Home Front on the
places we live in today.

For information on the CBA Wessex
workshop and to register for the day visit:
www.eventbrite.co.uk/e/cba-wessexhome-front-legacy-day-schooltickets-17949325917

7th Battalion, The Wiltshire Regiment, in training
trenches at Rockley near Marlborough.

CBA Wessex 2015 Photo Competition: Archaeology in Wessex

Now is the time to have a look back through your summer snaps and consider entering. Whether you
are a budding or experienced photographer we are looking forward to receiving your photograph of any
archaeology in Wessex that you find inspirational. It may be of an archaeological landscape, excavation,
or artefact related (provided the artefact originates from within the Wessex area).
We have two entry categories: Senior and Junior (16 and under). Juniors do not need to be CBA Wessex
members, but must live in the CBA Wessex region, so please let friends and family know.
The closing date is 30th September 2015 and winners will be unveiled at our conference in Amesbury on
Saturday, 7th November 2015. The winning entries will be awarded book tokens to the value of £25 each
and will also feature in the next available edition of our printed newsletter following the competition.
Full details of how to enter and the terms and conditions can be found on our website at
www.cba-wessex.org.uk/photography-competition/.
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Rowena Banerjea

Fieldwork update from Oxford
Archaeology South (Mark Sims)

be considered in advance of final decisions
through the Autumn and Winter.

Oxford Archaeology South undertook an
archaeological evaluation of 18 trenches
at the listed 15th century Binfield Lodge in
Bracknell Forest. The evaluation observed
several phases of post-medieval garden
landscaping around the lodge, including
evidence for a water feature, possibly a
shallow moat, immediately to the south.

For more information, visit:
http://beta.reading.gov.uk/budget and:
www.museumsassociation.org/museumsjournal/news/11082015-reading-museumfaces-funding-cuts

Department of Archaeology, University
of Reading (Cathie Barnett)
The Silchester Environs project team, led
by Prof. Michael Fulford at the University of
Reading, are currently excavating at Pond
Farm Hillfort, Hampshire. This is just the
first in a series of probable Iron Age sites to
be investigated, having been identified by
desk based assessment of a 120km2 study
area around the oppidum underlying the
Roman town of Calleva atrebatum. Key aims
include establishing the date, landscape and
function of the site as well as its relationship
with the oppidum. Visitors are welcome
weekdays until 11th September and at the
open day which is being held on Sunday
13th September at both the Hillfort and at
Insula III Silchester, where excavation of a
colonnaded building first identified during
antiquarian works also continues.

Reading Museum
Concern has been raised over proposed cuts
to Reading Museum, and has been reported
in the Museums Association news. These
cuts, if undertaken, will seriously impact the
abilities of the museum to undertake public
engagement as well as present and process
archaeological material and information.
The article written by the Museums
Association reports that ‘Loss of Accreditation
at the museum is a potential risk that would
undermine reputation and future funding
opportunities from the arts council and the
Heritage Lottery Fund’, as well as that the
‘cuts would affect the museum’s role in a
project to restore and redevelop Reading’s
Abbey Quarter’. The Reading Abbey Quarter
project team is in the process of writing an
application to the Heritage Lottery Fund
incorporating both the work that has been
developed by the activity and interpretation
consultants and conservation plans drawn
up by project architects. The application is
an opportunity to tell Heritage Lottery Fund
the difference the project will make for
the heritage and people and communities
and set out plans for maintenance and
sustainability, and will be submitted in
September for consideration.

For more information, see:
www.reading.ac.uk/Silchester

The public consultation on Reading Borough
Council’s Budget Proposals runs until 5pm
on Friday 16 October 2015. All feedback will

Reading Museum. By Leslie (Reading, UK 2007)
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Dorset News
Miles Russell

Dorset County Museum

of final submission to the HLF in May 2017. It
is hoped that building work will start in 2017
and the Collections Discovery Centre will be
complete and fully opened to the public by
the summer of 2020.

Dorset County Museum has received
support from the Heritage Lottery Fund for
the creation of a new Collections Discovery
Centre.

For more information, visit:
www.dorsetcountymuseum.org

The £10.3 million project will transform the
current museum, improving visitor facilities,
transforming the internationally important
archaeological galleries, and significantly
expanding collections storage space.
New research workshops, conservation
laboratories and an educational resource
centre will also be established. Stage one
funding of £483,900 will enable a detailed
two year development plan, including
proposals to restore the Victorian buildings
and 16th century rectory which together
currently house the museum, library and
offices of the Dorset Natural History and
Archaeological Society, to take place ahead

Long Bredy
Three crouch burials recovered by the
National Trust during a watching brief at
Long Bredy have been radiocarbon dated
to 800-600 BC, the earliest examples of this
form of inhumation rite so far recorded in
Wessex.

Druce Farm
The final season of excavation at the large
courtyard Roman villa at Druce Roman villa
by members of the East Dorset Antiquarian
An excellent aerial shot of one of the roundhouse trenches of the 2015 Durotriges Project.
© Sue Crane

Society under the direction of Lilian Ladle
has concentrated upon a very well-preserved
aisled building which seems to have been in
use into the 5th and 6th centuries. There are
currently no plans to keep the building and
its mosaics open following the completion of
work, however the area has been taken out
of cultivation for the foreseeable future.

A cross-Section of the proposed Collections Discovery Centre at Dorset Museum. © DNHAS
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2015, together with three areas of industrial
activity and 35 storage pits, some containing
the remains of dismembered animals.
Geophysical survey is continuing to map the
area in order to determine the limits of the
settled area.

For more information, visit:
www.dorset-archaeology.org.uk

For more information, visit:
https://www1.bournemouth.ac.uk/
news/2015-07-12/dig-unearths-prehistorictown

Durotriges Project

Publications

Fieldwork conducted by Bournemouth
University at Winterborne Kingston as
part of the ongoing Durotriges Project
has revealed a previously unknown and
extensive area of Middle and Later Iron Age
settlement. Of a possible 200 prehistoric
roundhouses identified, 16 were fully or
partially investigated during the course of

The report on archaeological investigations
at Sherborne Old Castle between 1930 and
1990 by Alan Cook and Peter White has been
published as a monograph by the Society
of Antiquaries of London. Volume 136 of
the DNHAS Proceedings is on schedule for
publication by September 2015.
9

Hampshire News
David Allen

Fieldwork has pursued its traditional, if
somewhat damp, course this summer.
Continuing excavations have taken place
at Petersfield Heath (Mesolithic and
Bronze Age) Basing House (post-medieval),
somewhere in the Candovers (Iron Age and
Romano-British), Silchester (but not Insula
IX) and Magdalen Hill, Winchester (the last
season at the leper hospital site). The results
will be featured in the next newsletter. We
can satisfy our immediate appetite for
discoveries however, by looking at the first
phase of work at Bartons Farm, thanks to Paul
McCulloch of Pre-Construct Archaeology.

Roman road from Winchester to Cirencester,
crossed by a footpath following the historic
Winchester City boundary and was the
location of two 18th century militia camps.
A funerary landscape emerges: one of
the earliest features was an Early Bronze
Age ‘Beaker’ burial. The grave lay within
a segmented enclosure and was roughly
circular. It contained a typical crouched
inhumation burial with a ‘Beaker’ vessel
placed near the folded legs. This burial,
for which there are several comparisons
around Winchester, appears to be isolated
and occupied a slightly elevated position
between two dry valleys. It is unclear
whether the Beaker ‘barrow’ acted as a
marker, but two enclosures to the south
turned out to be Romano-British funerary
compounds. The larger of these contained
a group of around 15 inhumation burials all

Last January PCA began their investigations
ahead of the development which will cover
an area of 80 hectares between Andover
Road, Wellhouse Lane and the WinchesterBasingstoke railway. This triangular area of
chalk downland is flanked by the line of the

aligned east-west, of probable 4th century
date. Analysis may establish whether they
are related in any way.
The enclosures lay some 200m from the
Roman road. They appear to be unrelated
to any obvious rural settlement or villa and
appear to represent a place of burial for
people who lived beyond the town. The
question arises, at what point were people
considered to be ‘beyond’ the town and
its cemeteries? Perhaps the answer lies in
the antiquity of the boundary followed by
the footpath crossing Barton Farm; could
this ancient boundary go as far back as the
Romano-British period and represent the
boundary of the suburbs of Venta Belgarum?
A section of Roman aqueduct: south of
the footpath, one of the areas investigated
examined a linear feature which must be part
of the aqueduct serving Venta Belgarum.
Evidence for this channel first emerged
during the M3 excavations. The new ditch
corresponds with this course and occurs
almost precisely on the 50m contour – the
correct level.

A militia dugout at Barton Farm. © PCA.

18th Century militia camps: In preparation
for the Seven Years War with France the
British government recruited a militia from
the German region of Hesse. They arrived
in England in the spring of 1756 and were
initially dispersed across Hampshire and in
Salisbury. Later that year the militia, perhaps
numbering 6,000 men, were assembled
at one place, Winchester. The following
year they were sent to campaign on the
Continent.

detailed plan of 16 July 1756, and excavation
revealed the field kitchens and other features
mapped by him. Contemporary newspaper
reports suggest that the officers wintered in
the Royal Palace in Winchester, while their
troops stayed at Barton Farm, sleeping, it
is said, in circular ‘booths’ and these, too,
were found. There was also evidence for
another militia camp known to have been
established in 1861. This is thought to have
been a Hampshire regiment and included
in its number one Edward Gibbon, later the
author of ‘Decline and Fall of the Roman
Empire’.

The dig provided the first ever opportunity
to examine the site of the Hessian camp.
It was depicted by William Godson in a

PCA is grateful to Cala Homes for supporting
the archaeological investigations and Richard
Hall for using his drone camera at the dig.

This year’s Annual General Meeting will take place at 1.45pm on Saturday 7th November 2015, at
Antrobus House, Amesbury Wiltshire. All CBA Wessex members may attend.
The agenda will be posted on the CBA Wessex website and circulated at the meeting. Of particular
note are the revisions to the Constitution. The proposed changes have been posted on the website;
any member who wishes to have a paper copy before the AGM should send an SAE to the Secretary.
A drone’s eye view of Barton Farm funerary enclosure. © Richard Hall.

Further details of the CBA Wessex Autumn Conference, where the AGM will be hosted, can be found
on the back cover.
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Channel Islands News
Robert Waerhouse

The Société Jersiaise has renewed the
Field Archaeologist’s contract for a further
five year period. This means that it will be
possible to continue the research we have
been developing into less well understood
aspects of the island’s past, including Iron
Age and Gallo-Roman settlement.

The erosion issues at Green Island, sorted out
20 years ago with sea walls and geotextile
membranes, are becoming problematic
again, and a plan to manage the future loss
of the entire island to the sea is now being
implemented. This will involve regular
archaeological recording of eroding cliff
faces, and a start has been made, producing
a new, accurate survey of the island as it
now exists. This has already produced some
unexpected evidence, with a prehistoric
cup-marked stone being identified at the
east end of the island and a set of collapsed
German trenches at the west end. Ironically,
these are likely to have caused significant
destruction of the probable early medieval
cemetery recorded here a century ago by
the Société Jersiaise.

The last year has seen a major watching
brief on the underpinning of Mont Orgueil
Castle’s First Gate, which turned out to have
a remarkably complex structural history
from the 13th to the late 18th centuries,
and complex stratigraphy more than 2m
deep. A surprise was the presence of much
worked prehistoric flint and a significant
amount of pottery from the Bronze Age to
the late Iron Age. All of this was redeposited
in 13th century layers associated with a road
causeway approaching the older First Gate
a little to the south. It is beginning to look
as if the Harliston Tower, supposedly built in
the 1460s as an artillery platform, is rather
earlier - indeed the phasing of the entrance
series seems to be largely wrong and is
having to be completely rethought!

The annual roundup of finds made in the
previous year has received a boost with
the Field Archaeologist’s appointment
as the Finds Liaison Officer for the Jersey
Metal Detecting Society. He has already
commenced recording all the casual finds
of Bronze Age to Gallo-Roman metalwork

Mont Orgueil Castle, with the First Gate and Harliston Tower in the foreground.
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An aerial view of Green Island. Photograph taken by Danrok.

in the island. This is enabling a significant
increase to be noted in the number of
probable settlement sites from the middle
of the second millennium BC onwards, and
has enabled the recording of such rarities
as a first century BC Celtic anthropomorphic
sword pommel of bronze and an early third
century AD silver alloy Antoninianus of the
short-lived emperor Elagabalus.

involving human remains, which are being
studied by Rosalind Le Quesne, a recent
graduate in Human Osteology who has kindly
agreed to be the Societe’s human bone
specialist. The first job saw five test pits dug
at Grouville Church in advance of proposed
drainage trenches; the second was a rescue
excavation inside Trinity Church while it had
underfloor heating installed.

In March, one of the Society’s members
called the Field Archaeologist out to a pipe
trench he was digging in St John parish,
where prehistoric potsherds had been
found. These proved to be a significant
part of a ‘Jersey Bowl’ storage jar of the
later third millennium BC, and subsequent
watching of the extension of this trench
over three fields to the west produced up to
11 ditches of a coaxial field system, several
of which contained Bronze Age pottery.
This system lines up with existing coaxial
boundaries surviving to the east and west
of the site, proving Jersey’s field systems
to be of great antiquity - something which
had been suspected, but never proven. This
subject will be further explored when the
Field Archaeologist commences his PhD
this Autumn, for which Jersey’s landscape
archaeology is the case study.

The Grouville job produced several burials
of later medieval and post-medieval date
which were remarkably close to surface,
suggesting that the churchyard had been
reduced in height in the 19th century. One
man seems to have been so tightly swaddled
to enable his body to be put in his coffin,
that one arm was broken and the other
dislocated! Much Gallo-Roman pottery and
tile was found, confirming the observation
made in a previous excavation that there
had been a significant Roman building on or
near the site in the first to second centuries
AD. One of the test pits against the south
wall of the nave showed that its footing is
large and deep, suggesting that it may be
an in-situ Roman wall. Both sites are of such
significance that they will be written up in
the Bulletin or in a monograph on Jersey
Archaeology which is being planned.

We have carried out two jobs in the last year
13

Wiltshire News
Daniel Miles

The Vale of Pewsey Project

settlements, a deserted medieval village
and post-medieval water meadows will be
investigated. A series of palaeoenvironmental
investigations along the River Avon will also
provide important information about the
past environment of the area.

The University of Reading Archaeology Field
School has begun a new three year project
excavating sites in the Vale of Pewsey. The
project, led by Jim Leary and Amanda Clarke
of the University of Reading, is a partnership
between the University, Historic England, the
Arts and Humanities Research Council and
Wiltshire Museum. Its aim it to gain a better
understanding of this important area of land
between Stonehenge and Avebury. The Vale
has been the focus of recent English Heritage
(now Historic England) investigation, being
mapped from aerial photographs in 2011 and
in 2010, Jim Leary (then of English Heritage)
excavated parts of the huge Neolithic henge
at Marden.

This year’s field work has only just finished
and the finds are being analysed. However,
two of the highlights of this year’s project
have been the discovery of a rectangular
building within Marden Henge and the
skeleton of a child in the Wilsford Henge. The
rectangular chalk built building is thought
to be one of the best preserved Neolithic
buildings found. A number of finds were
uncovered in this building, including the
remains of a least 13 pigs.
The skeleton of a child lying in a foetal
position wearing an amber necklace was
discovered at Wilsford Henge. Further
scientific analysis will provide the team with
information on the date of the burial and the
child’s gender, diet and pathologies.

The project (undertaken this year over
six weeks in June and July), will focus on a
variety of different sites, including the two
important prehistoric sites of Wilsford and
Marden Henges, but a variety of other sites
dating to different periods, including Roman

Bincknoll Excavation

Between the Monuments

Throughout April, May and June this year a
team comprising Broad Town Archaeology,
Wiltshire Archaeology Field Group and the
Young Archaeologists Club (North Wiltshire),
assisted by members of the local community
undertook a second season of excavation
at Bincknoll Cottage near Royal Wootton
Bassett. The work, directed by Emma Elton &
Bob Clarke, aimed to discover the extent of
the structure first located last season along
with further evidence of the buildings use.

For a third year the team from Southampton
University (Josh Pollard), the University of
Leicester (Mark Gillings) and staff of the
National Trust at Avebury (Ros Cleal and Nick
Snashall) have been excavating along the
avenue at Avebury. Two areas were opened
up along the Avenue continuing with the
project aims to find out more about the
daily lives of the people who created and
used Avebury and its associated prehistoric
monuments. One of the highlights of this
year’s dig has been the excavation of a
1.5 metre deep posthole which would
have contained a post nearly 0.6 metres in
diameter. The post may have stood about 6
metres high and had been packed with large
sarsen stones and chalk. Remains of charcoal
found will be radiocarbon dated and one
possible small fragment of Grooved Ware
was found, which may indicate it dates to the
Late Neolithic.

This year’s excavations concentrated on the
eastern end of the building, with the team
discovering a multi-phase construction. A
small square structure with foundations
comprising sarsen and corallian ragstone
appears to be the first built evidence on
the site. Later, a chalk block building was
constructed on the same site. The eastern
end of this new work completely enclosed
the earlier structure, utilising it as a possible
chancel; a nave then extended to the west.
Early pottery and suspected window lead,
along with more painted plaster and carved
architectural features were located. A report
covering the excavations is forthcoming.

For more information, visit:
https://ntarchaeostonehengeaveburywhs.
wordpress.com/between-the-monuments

Wiltshire Medieval Graffit Survey –
part of the Wiltshire Digital Recording
Project
The Wiltshire Archaeology Field Group has
begun a new project to record graffiti in
the county. The project incorporates the
Wiltshire Medieval Graffiti Survey recording
Medieval church graffiti. However, graffiti
of all types and periods is being recorded,
enabling people with different interests
to get involved and record this important
type of evidence of our past. The first
survey was undertaken at Imber Church on
Salisbury Plain and a number of graffiti were
recorded. These are now being analysed and
interpreted.

Avebury excavations. © Tony Hack, WAFG.
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For more information, visit:
http://www.wiltshire-medieval-graffitisurvey.com and contact Tony Hack.

Graffiti of man with horn. © Tony Hack, WAFG.
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Isle of Wight News
Rebecca Loader

Industrial Archaeology News
Peter Stanier

Cowes Hammerhead Crane

Due to reductions in funding the Museum
of Island History in Newport closed on
31st March 2015. The Museum Service will
continue to care for the objects it holds,
and is working to make the collections
accessible through partnerships with other
organisations and the internet, and by
enhancing the archaeological displays at
Newport Roman Villa in time for the 2016
season. The display at Newport Roman
Villa includes a silver gilt sword ring dating
from between c 450 to c 650 AD, which
was recently acquired through the Treasure
process.

components such as engines and boilers
at commercial shipbuilding yards and RN
dockyards throughout Britain. Perhaps 60
cranes were erected across the world and
many came from Sir William Arrol & Co., the
famous crane engineers. The massive crane
which operated in 1952-96 at the Garden
Island naval base in Sydney, Australia, has
just been scrapped despite opposition and
plans to use it as a five-star restaurant with
sweeping views of Sydney harbour (the
Australian navy felt it was a security risk,
and needed the space). Today only around
a dozen cranes may survive anywhere.
Scotland has four on the Clyde, downstream
from the landmark 175-ton Finnieston Crane
of 1931 near Glasgow centre to the 1907
Titan Crane at the John Brown shipyard site
which has a public lift and viewing platform.
This Clydebank yard has a connection with

The great crane beside the Medina River in
East Cowes is, literally, a powerful reminder
of the Isle of Wight’s shipbuilding industry
which was once respected far beyond our
shores. The Cowes crane is said to be the
oldest survivor of its type south of the Clyde,
but its Grade II* listing has not prevented its
deterioration since last used in 2004. After a
long campaign by groups such as the Cowes
Hammerhead Crane Trust, work has now
started on repairs to badly corroded steel
and rivets, with repainting too. This has
been aided by a £76,000 grant from Historic
England to the Isle of Wight Council.

Plans are progressing for a second season
of excavations at Quarr Abbey, as part
of the HLF funded ‘Two Abbeys Project’.
The excavations, led by Matt Garner from
Southampton City Archaeology Unit with
members of the Isle of Wight Natural History
and Archaeology Society and students,

will continue to examine areas previously
excavated by Percy Stone in 1891, together
with investigating anomalies identified using
aerial photographs, LiDAR and geophysical
survey.

The Hammerhead Crane, so-named because
of its distinctive shape, is strictly a ‘giant
cantilever crane’ which was developed a
century ago for fitting-out vessels with heavy

Previous excavations at Quarr Abbey.

The hammerhead crane dominates the riverside at East Cowes
Photo: Cowes Hammerhead Crane Trust.
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the main lake. This is a wheel dating from
1921 and made at the foundry of E.S. Hindley
& Sons, just downstream in Bourton, Dorset.
Now thanks to a grant from the SITA Trust
a recently completed restoration project
presents the nearby Lower Pump House of
1897, which was long hidden in the bushes
and hardly noticed. It is now possible to view
the interior, which contains the restored
pump and a smaller iron waterwheel of 1906
from the same makers. A short path leads
from the main garden but for a closer look,
there is access from the public road outside
the property. Both wheels pumped water
from a spring up to a reservoir near King
Alfred’s Tower to supply Stourhead House
and estate farms and cottages. The system
ceased in the 1960s when a mains supply
was installed.

estate was a regular customer for agricultural
machinery and miscellaneous other iron
fixtures.

Kennet and Avon Canal Anniversary
The Kennet and Avon Canal celebrates a
25th anniversary, marking the completion
of its lengthy restoration when the famous
Caen Hill lock flight at Devizes was officially
reopened by HM the Queen on 8 August
1990. The dilapidated and overgrown locks
were a major obstacle, and expense, for the
volunteer restorers but perseverance won
the day and the whole 87 miles from Reading
on the Thames to Bath on the Avon are
navigable for the first time since the 1950s.
Other highlights along the way include the
Crofton beam engines, Bruce tunnel and
the Avoncliff and Dundas aqueducts, great
pieces of engineering that make the canal
such a Wessex gem.

Incidentally, in 1860 the local Bourton
Foundry provided the curved iron footbridge
in the gardens, so perhaps the Stourhead
Wheels in motion at the restored Lower Pump House, Stourhead Gardens
Photo: Peter Stanier.

Southampton, having built the famous liners
Queen Mary, Queen Elizabeth and Queen
Elizabeth 2.

in Poland. Readers may have fond or grim
memories as passengers on the Caesarea and
Sarnia ferries on the Weymouth to Channel
Islands service from 1960 to the mid-1970s.
The frigate HMS Aretheusa was the last
vessel built for the RN, commissioned in
1965. The shipyard then closed and the firm
followed about 15 years later.

So it is unusual for a mighty crane like this
to survive in the south of England, and
even more surprising to find it on the Isle
of Wight. The 80-ton crane was built by
Babcock & Wilcox on the Clyde and erected
at East Cowes in 1912 in the shipyard of J.S.
White, the long-established shipbuilder and
engineers whose workforce once ran into
thousands.

The Cowes Hammerhead Crane deserves to
be preserved as a monument to the island’s
ship building heritage. Once restored,
maintenance will always be a problem unless
its presence remains an important symbol to
islanders and visitors alike.

White’s engineering works built turbines,
boilers, steam and diesel engines, while
hundreds of vessels of all classes came from
the shipyards. These included destroyers,
frigates, minesweepers, for the RN and
foreign navies, numerous RNLI lifeboats (a
speciality), merchant ships, and even chain
ferries at Cowes and Sandbanks. Amazingly,
two of their destroyers still exist: at Chatham
is HMS Cavalier, commissioned in 1944,
while the older ORP Blyskawica is preserved

For more information, visit:
www.coweshammerheadcrane.org.uk

Stourhead Waterwheel Restoration

At the smallest end of the restoration scale,
a project has been completed, this time by
an inland lake in Wiltshire. Visitors to the
National Trust’s Stourhead Gardens will
know of the waterwheel below the dam of
18

Part of the spectacular Caen Hill locks flight at Devizes, 25 years after restoration
Photo: Peter Stanier.
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YAC News
Cally Langhurst

The branches have been out and about
over the last few months before taking their
summer breaks. A joint session involving
North, West and South Wiltshire took place
in June in West Lavington where we met
up for a day of archaeological activities
and games. Other branches went to visit
Bournemouth University Durotriges Big Dig
at Winterbourne Kingston.

All bookings must be made as a block booking
through YAC Branch leaders and all children
must be in the YAC age range. Please book
promptly if you are planning to attend.

All the YAC branches will be starting their
autumn sessions again soon and will be
looking forward to all meeting up on the 7th
November at the CBA Wessex conference.

It will be a fun and entertaining day and I’m
looking forward to meeting you all.

We would very much welcome parents to
join in with the Conference while the YAC
sessions are taking place and details of
booking can be found on the CBA Wessex
website.

A Medieval Chapel at Bincknoll?
Katy Whitaker

The plan for the day is to run two sessions for
YAC branches one in the morning from 10:30
– 12:30 and then a repeat of the session
in the afternoon from 13:30 – 15:30. The
sessions will have lots of activities, games
and crafts on the theme of the conference.

This year the North Wiltshire Branch of
the Young Archaeologists’ Club enjoyed
sustained excavation experience at a site
near Royal Wootton Bassett, thanks to the
team at Broad Town Archaeology and the
Wiltshire Archaeology Field Group. For the
first time we were able to offer a more indepth experience on an archaeological dig
for our mad-keen excavators.

floor; and there were far fewer of the sorts
of finds that last year had helped to show
that the building was neither agricultural
nor domestic. In fact, we have an excellent
collection of early struck flints from the
deposit through which the building’s
foundation trench was cut.

discussions with the rest of the team about
the site and the questions that arose as each
day new discoveries were made.
As well as learning specific skills like how to
use their tools and how to be safe on site,
the extended experience meant that the YAC
members saw how their understanding of
the work and the site developed. By the end
of day four they really felt like they belonged
at an archaeological excavation, and that
their work and their opinions counted.
Later this year we will review the site to
contribute to the post-excavation, and to the
site report on Bincknoll Chapel. The value of
the experience goes well beyond learning
how to dig. It is thanks to local community
archaeology groups committed to involving
a wide range of participants that our Young
Archaeologists could enjoy such a great
experience.

With a preparatory meeting to review the
previous season and decide where this
year’s trenches should go, and four days
on site, we could offer multiple sessions for
our members. Everyone who wanted to dig
could, some even attending all four days.
With all that time on site they experienced
real stratigraphy, a range of finds, and the
highs and lows of working through changing
deposits. They learnt about recording
context sheets, section drawing, and how to
take levels. They saw how their work fitted
with the other trenches, and got involved in

The site, revealed last year by the landowner
when making some changes to her front
garden, was thought to be of a lost chapel.
Bincknoll Chapel, mentioned in documents of
the early thirteenth-century, was described
as derelict in 1609. The first season’s digging
in 2014 uncovered structural remains and
artefacts including painted plaster and
carved stone voussoirs. YAC North Wiltshire
visited for a day, taking on Trench 5 targeted
to find the north-west corner of the building.
In 2015 we were invited back to extend
Trench 5. Trench 5a was intended to explore
the survival of the west wall, possibly uncover
evidence for a doorway, and hopefully find
evidence for one or more floor levels inside
the building. The wall was remarkably wellpreserved, much better than the rest of the
site where much stone had been robbed out,
but there were no signs of an entrance or a
20

Left and above; Trench 5a.
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Maritime Archaeology News
Stephen Fisher

CITiZAN

of the shipwreck sites, so that non-divers
can virtually ‘experience’ these locations in
a brand new way.

The The Coastal and Intertidal Zone
Archaeological Network (CITiZAN) project
began in the spring. The project is managed
by Museum of London Archaeology, funded
by Heritage Lottery Fund, and supported by
CBA along with other partners.

The technology works on land as well, and
a number of artefacts and hulks that have
been the target of recent surveys will soon
be rendered as 3D models.

The project has been set up in response
to the rapid changes the country’s coast
is undergoing. As erosion and flooding
threatens our shores, it also exposes and
endangers rich archaeology that the project
seeks to investigate and record before it is
too late.

Meanwhile, a comprehensive review of
all of the available sources of information
regarding shipping losses in the project study
area has increased the number of vessels
known to have been sunk along the south
coast between 1914 and 1918 to more than
1,000, ably demonstrating the significance of
the war happening immediately off Wessex’s
shores.

Three teams around the country co-ordinate
this work. The Wessex region falls within
the South West team’s area; Lauren Tidbury
and Alex Ballisario are based in the Nautical
Archaeology Society’s offices in Portsmouth
and co-ordinate activities right around the
coast as far as the Severn Estuary.

To find out more, visit:
www.forgottenwrecks.org.uk

CITiZAN is a volunteer led project and is
looking for people to join in, whether that
is to help to survey archaeological sites on
the coast or just by reporting sites that have
been newly exposed.

Around Wessex
CBA Wessex Summer Weekend

important Mesolithic site at Blick Mead,
through to the important role of the town
in the past two world wars. Members of
the Society, including local councillor Fred
Westmoreland and Norman Parker spoke
passionately about the role of the museum
and their plans for the future and the
museum is well worth a visit, if you haven’t
yet visited it.

Andy Manning

This year’s CBA Wessex Summer Event was
close to home, with a chance to sample
some of the archaeological highlights of the
Wessex region. As ever, the weather gods
appeared to be with us and in blazingly hot
weather the week-end kicked off with a
whistle-stop tour of Salisbury by Prof. David
Hinton, especially for the benefit of many of
the group who had travelled long distances
from other CBA regions. The tour covered
the historic development of the Cathedral
Close and also highlighted the hidden gems
of Salisbury medieval town houses, traces of
which are still visible in the shops, shopping
malls and even inside Salisbury’s cinema.

The first day finished with an excellent
dinner at Antrobus House followed by a
fascinating talk from Mike Pitts, editor
of British Archaeology magazine. Mike
set the scene for the weekend by talking
about the development of the guidebooks
to Stonehenge and how these chart the
changing tastes, ideas and perception of this
iconic monument.

The party moved on to the new museum
at the Mellor Hall in Amesbury. Amesbury
has recently been the focus of intense
archaeological work. After years of hard
work by the Amesbury History Society and
the local council, a home has been found for
some of the historical treasures, which cover
an incredibly long time period from the
early human activity at the internationally

Saturday started with a tour of the Avebury
monument and museum under the expert
eye of the Curator, Ros Cleal, ably assisted by
our very own Julian Richards, who widened
the tour to cover visits to the Neolithic
monuments at Avenue, Windmill Hill and
West Kennet Long Barrow, the last watched
over by an anxious pair of nesting swallows

To find out more, visit:
www.citizan.org.uk
Forgotten Wrecks of the First World War
An active summer of fieldwork, both under
the water and alongside it, has produced
some exciting results in the Maritime
Archaeology Trust’s Heritage Lottery Funded
project looking at the First world War wrecks
along the south coast.
Incredible visibility in the Channel earlier in
the summer gave divers some of the best
underwater photographs in a decade and
several wrecks were visited in order to take
a comprehensive number of images. These
images are being used to produce 3D models

Remarkable visibility in the Channel. Photo
courtesy of Maritime Archaeology Trust.
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who have found a new use for the barrow
chamber. The day continued with a viewing
of the new redeveloped archaeological
gallery at Salisbury Museum with Adrian
Green and Jane Ellis-Schön. This gallery was
only opened to the public last year and the
new open design with its large cases and
intriguing pull-out sections is a fantastic
chance to finally appreciate the wide range
of notable finds held by the museum. After
another splendid meal, we were treated to
talks by Andy Manning on the Amesbury
Archer and other finds on Boscombe Down,
Miles Russell on the nature of Roman Wessex
and David Allen, who gave an overview of
the flavour of Archaeology in Hampshire.

I’d like to thank everyone who took part,
especially our speakers and guides for
another excellent weekend. The weekend
was a great reminder as to the wealth of
archaeology on our doorstep… and to wear
a hat, as I found out to my cost.

Wish You Were Here
Julian Richards
On May 2nd a new special exhibition with
the title ‘Wish You Were Here’ opened at
the Stonehenge visitor centre. For me this
realised a dream, to have my collection of
what my son used to call ‘Dad’s Stonehenge
tat’ exhibited at its spiritual home. For many
years I have been collecting what Chris
Chippindale originally called ‘Stonehengiana’,
starting with old guide books and the
occasional piece of souvenir china mostly
found in Salisbury’s antique shops and junk
markets. The scale of my collecting increased
with my discovery of ebay in 2002 and, with
a world-wide market at my keyboard, what
was at first just an interest rapidly became a
full-blown obsession. Souvenirs of all types,
some tasteful, some quite frankly hideous
appeared alongside Superman comics and
Japanese phone cards. I discovered that
Stonehenge could feature on objects of
almost any material, from ceramics to plastics
and textiles. The spoof rock band Spinal Tap
produced a trilithon-shaped disc (if you have
never seen the film ‘This is Spinal Tap’ then
your cultural experiences are incomplete)

The last day commenced with an early
morning visit with Julian Richards to see the
Stonehenge visitor’s centre and access to the
stones. No matter how many times you get
the chance to see the stones close up, it is a
very magical experience in the morning light
and well worth the early start, especially
after a fine breakfast, laid on by Julian. We
then walked off the chocolate croissants,
with a long guided ramble through the
Stonehenge landscape, ending up at
Woodhenge and Durrington Walls, where
there was a vigorous debate with a passing
‘moon expert’ on the role of Woodhenge.
After lunch, we made our way into the MoD
training zone and ended the trip up on
Sidbury Hill admiring the surrounding vista
of barrow cemeteries and Wessex linears.

and the Great Trilithon was even celebrated
with an Edwardian brass toasting fork. Oh,
and did I mention postcards....

The postcards are shown on a wall
which records both the changing face of
Stonehenge and, in the messages that many
of them carry, the personal views of visitors
from the early 1900s onwards. Some were
clearly impressed, ‘a wonderful sight’, others
less so, ‘there is nothing to see here but the
ticket office’ while describing Stonehenge
as ‘seething with visitors like Gorgonzola
cheese’ borders on the surreal. But these are
the only voices we have of real visitors from
Stonehenge’s past.

Funded by an HLF grant the collection toured
Wiltshire museums in 2009/2010 under the
title ‘Inspired by Stonehenge’, with visitors
able to vote for what they considered the
most tasteless souvenir. Much of what
had been on display was then donated to
Salisbury Museum (no room at home) but
that didn’t stop the hunt for the unusual
and since then the collection has grown
considerably. Last year I was invited to curate
the much enlarged collection, augmented by
some objects from the Wiltshire Museum,
for display in the special exhibitions gallery
at the new Stonehenge visitor centre.

I hope that you can see the exhibition which
will be on until Spring 2016 but needless
to say the collecting hasn’t stopped. I am
currently very interested in seeing any
photographs or home-movies of old visits to
the stones, so if you have anything you think
might be of interest then please contact me
on 01747851531 or e-mail me at julian@
archaemedia.co.uk

With what could be described as an ‘eclectic’
range of objects and over 500 postcards
it shows how the visitor experience has
changed over the last century and more, from
the open site of the Victorian visitor through
fencing and tickets, to a gravelled interior
and the final exclusion of the public from
inside the stones in 1978. The images and
tickets disprove those childhood memories,
often recounted to me with great conviction,
of a site that was free to all, unfenced and
unregulated. The fence went up in 1901 and
with it came an admission charge...
The exhibition also explores the rise of
Stonehenge as a global icon, its image
recognisable all over the world. The evidence
here is provided by stamps from such far
flung places as Bhutan and the Gambia,
toys, phone cards, comics and record covers
with characters ranging from Mickey Mouse,
Scooby Doo, Superman and Patrick Moore.
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So, all in all a very exciting two weeks. We
had students on site aged from 17 to 70,
hosted three Young Archaeologist Club prizewinners on site for a day’s digging experience,
featured on Radio Solent and enjoyed both
great weather and an amazing selection of
cakes (thanks to Lindsey Dedden, the wife of
one of our students). We set out to answer
some specific questions, answered some and
raised a whole lot more that we will attempt
to answer next summer. I hope that it was an
enjoyable and informative experience for all
who were involved.

WAFA News
Julian Richards

The Summer Training Excavation

of the southern ditch as it eventually turned
out to be nearly 9m wide and over 2.2m
deep. It is certainly medieval in date (and
cuts large medieval pits) but does not make
sense as a churchyard boundary ditch. As it
cuts down into the natural coombe rock, a
chalky paste derived from the nearby chalk,
it may be a quarry for cob building material.
The northern ditch is on a much more
reasonable scale but here too cuts an earlier
feature, in this case a ditch.

Lazerton Church July 2015

This was the second season on the site of the
medieval church of Lazeron near Stourpaine
in Dorset. The village is mentioned in
Domesday, but always struggled to survive
and by 1431 had been joined to Stourpaine.
It survived as earthworks until the 1960’s
when the site was bulldozed and recorded as
‘destroyed’. But some traces are still visible
and the site of the church has always been
known (in a field known as Church Close).
Here geophysics showed the clear footprint
of an east-west stone building which we
investigated in 2014 by means of a single
trench, finding that the flint footings of the
building still survived and that there were
ditches on both its north and sides. We also
found the first evidence of burials on the
north side of the church.

The church itself is also a puzzle. Walls
of coursed flint nodules appeared after
removing spreads of loose flints but there
are not enough of these to provide building
material for walls up to eaves height. So do
we have flint foundations supporting walls of
timber or cob? Inside the building we found
no trace of floors, having expected mortar or
at the very least beaten chalk, but we may
have traces of an earlier, narrower structure
that appears to have chalk rather than flint
foundations. More evidence of what may be
the first church and its associated cemetery
came from a small exploratory trench just

This year we dug for 2 weeks (11th - 26th July)
re-opening last year’s trench and a larger
area which included the whole west end of
the church. We were very glad that we were
able to machine out much of the recent fill

The main area of excavations.
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If you want to follow our process of
exploration and the ways in which our ideas
changed then take a look at the Dig Diary
on the WAFA website (www.wafa.org.uk).
Here you will also find details of our Autumn
courses and social events. Come and join us!

Puzzling deposits in the church interior. ‘Cobbles’,
chalky feature and grave cut in foreground

outside the north wall. This exposed a burial
which lay partly underneath the wall but
which had obviously been respected by the
wall builders.
On the south side of the church we found
large quantities of medieval pottery and
animal bone, not what would normally be
expected in a churchyard and in marked
contrast to the northern side of the building.
Close to the west end we found small
fragments of delicate painted window glass,
but, more of a puzzle, large quantities of
worked flints. Some are definitely prehistoric
in date but others may be the products of
working flints for walling although we found
very few shaped flints in the rubble. On the
south side we found more burials which we
exposed by did not remove. These suggested
a very organised layout to the cemetery
on this side but did not share the precise
alignment of the flint and mortar walls.
Perhaps aligned on an earlier structure?
The final puzzle emerged right at the end of
the dig when, inside the church, on the level
of what appears to be natural gravel, we
found the base of what appears to be a late
Bronze Age pot. Perhaps this helps to explain
the flints....

Our first encounter with one of the Lazerton
villagers. Burial of a young child.
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